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This comprehensive handbook presents fundamental aspects, fabrication
techniques, introductory materials on microbiology and chemistry, measurement
techniques, and applications of microfluidics and nanofluidics. The second
volume focuses on topics related to experimental and numerical methods. It also
covers fabrication and applications in a variety of areas, from aerospace to
biological systems. Reflecting the inherent nature of microfluidics and
nanofluidics, the book includes as much interdisciplinary knowledge as possible.
It provides the fundamental science background for newcomers and advanced
techniques and concepts for experienced researchers and professionals.
This volume consists of papers selected from the proceedings of the Fifth
International Symposium on Applications of Laser Techniques to Fluid
Mechanics, held at the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon from 9 to 12
July, 1990. Relative to previous meetings in the Lisbon series the scope of this
symposium was broadened by expanding the topical coverage to include all laser
techniques used in fluid mechanics. This change recognized the trend amongst
experimental fluid dynamicists to employ laser techniques for the mea surement
of many different quantities, including concentration, temperature, particle size,
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and velocity, and the need for researchers to have a forum in which to
communicate their work and share their common interests. The Fifth Symposium
contained twenty-three sessions of formal presentations and a lively Open Forum
ses sion. In addition, Dr. H. J. Pfeiffer organized a special Workshop on the Use
of Computers in Flow Mea surements which contained five sessions on
frequency domain processors, correIa tors, special detectors, and biasing.
A good understanding of turbulent compressible flows is essential to the design
and operation of high-speed vehicles. Such flows occur, for example, in the
external flow over the surfaces of supersonic aircraft, and in the internal flow
through the engines. Our ability to predict the aerodynamic lift, drag, propulsion
and maneuverability of high-speed vehicles is crucially dependent on our
knowledge of turbulent shear layers, and our understanding of their behavior in
the presence of shock waves and regions of changing pressure. Turbulent Shear
Layers in Supersonic Flow provides a comprehensive introduction to the field,
and helps provide a basis for future work in this area. Wherever possible we use
the available experimental work, and the results from numerical simulations to
illustrate and develop a physical understanding of turbulent compressible flows.
Increasing possibilities of computer-aided data processing have caused a new
revival of optical techniques in many areas of mechanical and chemical en
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gineering. Optical methods have a long tradition in heat and mass transfer and in
fluid dynamics. Global experimental information is not sufficient for developing
constitution equations to describe complicated phenomena in fluid dynamics or in
transfer processes by a computer program . Furthermore, a detailed insight with
high local and temporal resolution into the thermo-and fluiddynamic situations is
necessary. Sets of equations for computer program in thermo dynamics and fluid
dynamics usually consist of two types of formulations: a first one derived from the
conservation laws for mass, energy and momentum, and a second one
mathematically modelling transport processes like laminar or turbulent diffusion.
For reliably predicting the heat transfer, for example, the velocity and
temperature field in the boundary layer must be known, or a physically realistic
and widely valid correlation describing the turbulence must be avail able. For a
better understanding of combustion processes it is necessary to know the local
concentration and temperature just ahead of the flame and in the ignition zone.
Hermann Schlichting is one of the internationally leading scientists in the field of
th fluid mechanics during the 20 century. He contributed largely to modern
theories of viscous flows and aircraft aerodynamics. His famous monographies
Boundary Layer Theory and Aerodynamics of Aircraft are known worldwide and
they appeared in six languages. He held Chairs of Aerodynamics and Fluid
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Mechanics at Technische U- versität Braunschweig during 37 years and directed
the Institute of Aerodynamics of the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Luftfahrt in
Braunschweig. He also directed the Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt Göttingen
and served in the Executive Board of the German Aerospace Center (DFVLR).
Hermann Schlichting played a leading role in the rebuilding of aerospace
research in Germany after the Second World War. th The occasion of his 100
birthday in the year 2007 was an excellent opportunity to acknowledge important
ideas and accomplishments that Hermann Schlichting c- tributed to science. The
editors of this volume are the present successors of Hermann Schlichting in his
role as director of the two research institutes in Braunschweig. We were glad to
host a scientific colloquium in his honor on 28 September 2007. Invited former
scholars of Hermann Schlichting reviewed his work in boundary layer theory and
in aircraft aerodynamics followed by presentations of important research results
of his institutes today.
Helps engineers and scientists assess and manage uncertainty at all stages of
experimentation and validation of simulations Fully updated from its previous
edition, Experimentation, Validation, and Uncertainty Analysis for Engineers,
Fourth Edition includes expanded coverage and new examples of applying the
Monte Carlo Method (MCM) in performing uncertainty analyses. Presenting the
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current, internationally accepted methodology from ISO, ANSI, and ASME
standards for propagating uncertainties using both the MCM and the Taylor
Series Method (TSM), it provides a logical approach to experimentation and
validation through the application of uncertainty analysis in the planning, design,
construction, debugging, execution, data analysis, and reporting phases of
experimental and validation programs. It also illustrates how to use a
spreadsheet approach to apply the MCM and the TSM, based on the authors’
experience in applying uncertainty analysis in complex, large-scale testing of real
engineering systems. Experimentation, Validation, and Uncertainty Analysis for
Engineers, Fourth Edition includes examples throughout, contains end of chapter
problems, and is accompanied by the authors’ website www.uncertaintyanalysis.com. Guides readers through all aspects of experimentation, validation,
and uncertainty analysis Emphasizes the use of the Monte Carlo Method in
performing uncertainty analysis Includes complete new examples throughout
Features workable problems at the end of chapters Experimentation, Validation,
and Uncertainty Analysis for Engineers, Fourth Edition is an ideal text and guide
for researchers, engineers, and graduate and senior undergraduate students in
engineering and science disciplines. Knowledge of the material in this Fourth
Edition is a must for those involved in executing or managing experimental
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programs or validating models and simulations.
With the growth of urbanization, industrialization, and intensive agricultural practices, all
superficial, inland, and marine water bodies have become the repository for large
quantities of every type of substance extraneous to the natural aquatic environment.
The knowledge of hydrodynamics becomes crucial in this context, as it is the driving
mechanism for the movement and transport of these matters and of sediments that
become collectors of these substances, in a surface water system. The best way to
understand these natural processes is via examples and case studies. This book deals
with practical studies of hydrodynamic processes through physical and numerical
models. Researchers, together with practicing engineers, will find this book useful in
making a rapid assessment of different environmental water body problems.
Table of contents
The book begins with an introduction to the general problems of making measurements
in high temperature and a presentation of chemically reacting flow systems. It describes
each instrument with the various diagnostic techniques and discusses measurements
that have been made in furnaces, flames, and rocket engines. The detailed
measurement techniques described in this book cover a wide spectrum of applications
in combustion systems, including gas turbine, rocket measurement techniques that
were developed in laboratories. Information obtained on detailed temperature, velocity,
particle size, and gas concentration distribution is leading to improve understanding of
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the chemical combustion process and to design imporvements in combustors.
Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging provides a unified description of the physical principles
of ultrasound imaging, signal processing, systems and measurements. This
comprehensive reference is a core resource for both graduate students and engineers
in medical ultrasound research and design. With continuing rapid technological
development of ultrasound in medical diagnosis, it is a critical subject for biomedical
engineers, clinical and healthcare engineers and practitioners, medical physicists, and
related professionals in the fields of signal and image processing. The book contains 17
new and updated chapters covering the fundamentals and latest advances in the area,
and includes four appendices, 450 figures (60 available in color on the companion
website), and almost 1,500 references. In addition to the continual influx of readers
entering the field of ultrasound worldwide who need the broad grounding in the core
technologies of ultrasound, this book provides those already working in these areas
with clear and comprehensive expositions of these key new topics as well as
introductions to state-of-the-art innovations in this field. Enables practicing engineers,
students and clinical professionals to understand the essential physics and signal
processing techniques behind modern imaging systems as well as introducing the latest
developments that will shape medical ultrasound in the future Suitable for both
newcomers and experienced readers, the practical, progressively organized applied
approach is supported by hands-on MATLAB® code and worked examples that enable
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readers to understand the principles underlying diagnostic and therapeutic ultrasound
Covers the new important developments in the use of medical ultrasound: elastography
and high-intensity therapeutic ultrasound. Many new developments are
comprehensively reviewed and explained, including aberration correction, acoustic
measurements, acoustic radiation force imaging, alternate imaging architectures,
bioeffects: diagnostic to therapeutic, Fourier transform imaging, multimode imaging,
plane wave compounding, research platforms, synthetic aperture, vector Doppler,
transient shear wave elastography, ultrafast imaging and Doppler, functional ultrasound
and viscoelastic models
Vortex dynamics is a natural paradigm for the field of chaotic motion and modern
dynamical system theory. However, this volume focuses on those aspects of fluid
motion that are primarily controlled by the vorticity and are such that the effects of the
other fluid properties are secondary.
Results from several applications of particle image velocimetry (PIV) to unsteady flows
at a laboratory scale have been published, and commercial products are now available
for more general laboratory use, but for certain industrially important applications,
reliable equipment is often available only from in-house research and development
teams. This PIV handbookis intended to transfer know-how from PIV development
laboratories to end-users in industry and universities. The book discusses the scientific
and technical aspects required to set up a PIV system, allows users to assess the
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problems involved in the application of PIV, and enables them to design, optimize, and
use PIV systems to meet their special needs.
The Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurement technique has undergone a strong
development in the last 10 years. This book presents the proceedings of an international
workshop held in Zaragoza, Spain on March 31st and April 1st, 2003 containing contributions
from worldwide leading teams in the development of the PIV method. Most of these papers
have been funded by the EC via the European EUROPIV 2 consortium to improve the
performances of this measurement technique toward applications in the European
Aeronautical industry, including results which are of strong interest for the worldwide
community in Fluid Dynamics.
“Engineering Fluid Dynamics 2018”. The topic of engineering fluid dynamics includes both
experimental as well as computational studies. Of special interest were submissions from the
fields of mechanical, chemical, marine, safety, and energy engineering. We welcomed both
original research articles as well as review articles. After one year, 28 papers were submitted
and 14 were accepted for publication. The average processing time was 37.91 days. The
authors had the following geographical distribution: China (9); Korea (3); Spain (1); and India
(1). Papers covered a wide range of topics, including analysis of fans, turbines, fires in tunnels,
vortex generators, deep sea mining, as well as pumps.
This volume includes revised and extended versions of selected papers presented at the Tenth
International Symposium on Applications of Laser Techniques to Fluid Mechanics held at the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, during the period of July 10 to 13, 2000. The
papers describe instrumentation developments for Velocity, Scalar and Multi-Phase Flows and
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results of measurements of Turbulent Flows, and Combustion and Engines. The papers
demonstrate the continuing and healthy interest in the development of understanding of new
methodologies and implementation in terms of new instrumentation. The prime objective of the
Tenth Symposium was to provide a forum for the presentation of the most advanced research
on laser techniques for flow measurements, and communicate significant results to fluid
mechanics. The application of laser techniques to scientific and engineering fluid flow research
was emphasized, but contributions to the theory and practice of laser methods were also
considered where they facilitate new improved fluid mechanic research. Attention was placed
on laser-Doppler anemometry, particle sizing and other methods for the measurement of
velocity and scalars, such as particle image velocimetry and laser induced fluorescence.
Experimental Methods in Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics focuses on how to analyze and
solve the classic heat transfer and fluid mechanics measurement problems in one book. This
work serves the need of graduate students and researchers looking for advanced
measurement techniques for thermal, flow, and heat transfer engineering applications. The text
focuses on analyzing and solving classic heat transfer and fluid mechanics measurement
problems, emphasizing fundamental principles, measurement techniques, data presentation,
and uncertainty analysis. Overall, the text builds a strong and practical background for solving
complex engineering heat transfer and fluid flow problems. Features Provides students with an
understandable introduction to thermal-fluid measurement Covers heat transfer and fluid
mechanics measurements from basic to advanced methods Explains and compares various
thermal-fluid experimental and measurement techniques Uses a step-by-step approach to
explaining key measurement principles Gives measurement procedures that readers can
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easily follow and apply in the lab
This volume introduces particle image velocimetry (PIV), a technique for water wave
measurement in the laboratory and in the open ocean. It discusses the turbulent dissipation,
Reynolds stresses and vortical structures in boundary layers of the sea bed, as well as ships,
ship wakes, propulsion hydrodynamics, cavitation and free surface waves. Upwelling behind
crests of micro-breaking ocean surface waves (important for the exchange of greenhouse
gases between air and water) and large amplitude internal solitons in the ocean are measured.
The book includes velocities and accelerations in breaking ocean waves, run-up, interaction
between strong waves and breakwaters, as well as a concise description of the state-of-the-art
PIV technique. This book has its origins in a meeting on PIV and water waves which was held
in Cambridge in 2002. The main body of the book consists of six overview or in-depth articles
by invited authors who are specialists in their respective fields, as well as practitioners of PIV.
A complete set of abstracts from the meeting is enclosed. The book is well suited for scientists
who want to acquaint themselves with current experimental hydrodynamics, as well as for
researchers and graduate students who are already working in the field or plan to do so.
Contents:Quantitative Imaging Techniques and Their Application to Wavy Flows (J K Sveen &
E A Cowen)PIV Measurements in the Bottom Boundary Layer of the Coastal Ocean (W A M N
Smith et al.)Water Wave Induced Boundary Layer Flows Above a Ripple Bed (P L-F Liu et
al.)Ship Velocity Fields (J Longo et al.)The Air–Water Interface: Turbulence and Scalar
Exchange (S Banerjee & S Maclntyre)Internal Wave Fields Analyzed by Imaging Velocimetry
(J Grue)Wave Breaking, Surface Motion, Surf Zone, Air–Sea Interaction and Wind WavesPIV
Methods, Boundary Layer Flows and TurbulenceBreakwaters and Internal Waves Readership:
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Graduate students, researchers and practitioners in ocean and environmental engineering as
well as fluid mechanics. Keywords:PIV;PTV;Water Waves;Boundary Layers;Turbulence;Gas
Transfer;LDAKey Features:State-of-the-art overview of PIV applied to water wavesInvited
articles, in carefully chosen fields, providing profound insight into the role of PIV in important
applicationsUpdated overviews of the PIV method that will benefit newcomers to the field
This is the 2nd edition of the book, Flow Visualization: Techniques and Examples, which was
published by Imperial College Press in 2000. Many of the chapters have been revised and
updated to take into consideration recent changes in a number of flow visualization and
measurement techniques, including an updated high quality flow gallery. Unique among similar
publications, this book focuses on the practical rather than theoretical aspects. Obtaining high
quality flow visualization results is, in many ways, more of an art than a science, and
experience plays a key deciding role. The depth and breadth of the material will make this
book invaluable to readers of all levels of experience in the field.

This book analyses and comprehensively explains the necessary factors for
designing and implementing PIV systems that achieve reliable, accurate, and fast
measurements.
The contents of this volume reflect to a large extent the efforts made by a group
of Institutes at the ETH Zürich to develop new techniques for measurements of
flows in fluids in the last decade. The motivation came from the study of tr~sport
and mixing processes in natural and industrial systems. One of the characteristic
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properties of turbulence is its high mixing efficiency. The techniques developed
are therefore suitable, although not exclusively, for turbulence measurements.
They can be subdivided into point-measurements and field-measurements. The
aim of the point-measurements developed is to determine the three components
of the velocity and all their first derivatives with good temporal resolution and
accuracy in turbulent flows. The old and weIl established method of hot-wire
anemometry was used for this purpose. One of the main achievements in this
context is the construction of miniature multi-wire probes. This technique was
introduced to the Institute of Hydromechanics and Water Resources
Management of ETH Zürich by Profs. A. Tsinober and E. Kit from Tel-Aviv
University. This was made possible by the generous financial support by ETH, for
which I would like to express my gratitude on this occasion. In addition, Dr. F.E.
Joergensen from DANTEC contributed an example of recent developments in the
hardware ofConstant Temperature Anemometry (CTA), for which I am very
thankful.
Application of Thermo-Fluidic Measurement Techniques: An Introduction
provides essential measurement techniques in heat transfer and aerodynamics.
In addition to a brief, but physically elaborate description of the principles of each
technique, multiple examples for each technique are included. These examples
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elaborate all the necessary details of (a) test setups, (b) calibration, (c) data
acquisition procedure, and (d) data interpretation, with comments on the
limitations of each technique and how to avoid mistakes that are based on the
authors’ experience. The authors have different expertise in convection heat
transfer and aerodynamics, and have collaborated on various research projects
that employ a variety of experimental techniques. Each author has a different
view and approach to individual experimental techniques, but these views
complement each other, giving new users of each technique a rounded view.
With the introduction of this valuable reference book, the reader can quickly learn
both the overall and detailed aspects of each experimental technique and then
apply them to their own work. Contains both basic principles and fundamental,
physical descriptions Provides examples that demonstrate how each
experimental technique can be used for industrial testing and academic research
in heat transfer and aerodynamics Includes practical and in-depth examples for
each technique, with comments on each experimental technique based on the
authors’ experiences, including limitations and trial errors with some examples of
data interpretation Combines classical techniques in aerodynamics and
conduction/convection heat transfer with modern, cutting-edge approaches
Collates the information about various pointwise and whole field velocity and
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thermal measurement techniques in a single resource
This book summarizes the main results reached using the EC-funded network
PivNet 2. It also presents a survey of the state of the art of scientific research
using PIV techniques. You get a clear introduction to the basics of these
techniques. The authors then guide you through current and possible future
applications for flow analysis, including combustion and supersonic flow.
Hundreds of illustrations, many in full color, are provided.
This practical reference offers state-of-the-art coverage of speckle metrology and
its value as a measuring technique in industry.;Examing every important aspect
of the field, Speckle Metrology: surveys the origin of speckle displacement and
decorrelation; presents procedures for deformation analysis and shape
measurement of rough objects; explains particle image velocimetry (PIV), the
processing of PIV records, and the design requirements of PIV equipment;
discusses the applications of white light speckle methods and the production of
artificial speckles; describes the measurement of surface roughness with laser
speckles and polychromatic speckles; illustrates semiautomatic and automatic
methods for the analysis of Young's fringes; calculates the variation of Young's
fringes with the change in the microrelief of the rough surface; and explicates
hololenses for imaging and provides design details with aberration corrections for
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hololense systems.;With over 1500 literature citations, tables, figures and display
equations, Speckle Metrology is a resource for students and professionals in the
fields of optical, mechanical, electrical and electronics engineering; applied
physics; and stress analysis.
This book discusses the properties of quantized vortex lines in superfluid
helium-4 in the light of research on vortices in modern fluid mechanics, and gives
the first comprehensive treatment of the problem. The author's comprehensive
approach will make this book invaluable for students taking advanced
undergraduate or graduate courses, and for all those involved in research on
classical and quantum vortices.
This immensely practical guide to PIV provides a condensed, yet exhaustive guide to most of
the information needed for experiments employing the technique. This second edition has
updated chapters on the principles and extra information on microscopic, high-speed and three
component measurements as well as a description of advanced evaluation techniques. What’s
more, the huge increase in the range of possible applications has been taken into account as
the chapter describing these applications of the PIV technique has been expanded.
The aeronautics industry is presently aiming for faster design cycles and shorter time to market
of new aircraft. It is looking at the same time for improved aerodynamic performance, for
evident competitive reasons. Advanced, computer based design systems, including fast and
reliable numerical flow solvers, have been developed in the last decade including new
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turbulence models. On the experimental side, measurement techniques in general have also
been improved significantly, however the data evaluation process remains still very time
consuming, and unsteady effects and turbulence are often not being captured with sufficient
accuracy and detail. The development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has helped to
improve the analysis of the flow fields. After investigations in laboratory scale wind tunnels, a
joint initiative on PIV research, by the European Aerospace Research Establishments, within
GARTEUR have enabled a wide breakthrough of this new technology in Europe. Within the
Research Framework Program of the European Union, the joint research project EUROPIV
aimed to apply PIV technology to problems of industrial interest.
The book presents a synopsis of the main results achieved during the 3 year EU-project
"Advanced Inflight Measurement Techniques (AIM)" which applied advanced image based
measurement techniques to industrial flight testing. The book is intended to be not only an
overview on the AIM activities but also a guide on the application of advanced optical
measurement techniques for future flight testing. Furthermore it is a useful guide for engineers
in the field of experimental methods and flight testing who face the challenge of a future
requirement for the development of highly accurate non-intrusive in-flight measurement
techniques.
The book presents an up-to-date review of turbulent two-phase flows with the dispersed phase,
with an emphasis on the dynamics in the near-wall region. New insights to the flow physics are
provided by direct numerical simuation and by fine experimental techniques. Also included are
models of particle dynamics in wall-bounded turbulent flows, and a description of particle
surface interactions including muti-layer deposition and re-suspension.
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Providing the first comprehensive treatment, this book covers all aspects of the laser Doppler
and phase Doppler measurement techniques, including light scattering from small particles,
fundamental optics, system design, signal and data processing, tracer particle generation, and
applications in single and two-phase flows. The book is intended as both a reference book for
more experienced users as well as an instructional book for students. It provides ample
material as a basis for a lecture course on the subject and represents one of the most
comprehensive treatments of the phase Doppler technique to date. The book will serve as a
valuable reference book in any fluid mechanics laboratory where the laser Doppler or phase
Doppler techniques are used. This work reflects the authors' long practical experience in the
development of the techniques and equipment, as the many examples confirm.
The Particle Image Velocimetry is undoubtedly one of the most important technique in Fluiddynamics since it allows to obtain a direct and instantaneous visualization of the flow field in a
non-intrusive way. This innovative technique spreads in a wide number of research fields, from
aerodynamics to medicine, from biology to turbulence researches, from aerodynamics to
combustion processes. The book is aimed at presenting the PIV technique and its wide range
of possible applications so as to provide a reference for researchers who intended to exploit
this innovative technique in their research fields. Several aspects and possible problems in the
analysis of large- and micro-scale turbulent phenomena, two-phase flows and polymer melts,
combustion processes and turbo-machinery flow fields, internal waves and river/ocean flows
were considered.
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